# Houston Channel Lineup

This image contains a table representing the Houston Channel Lineup as of 2012. The table is divided into sections for different types of channels, including **BASIC CABLE**, **DIGITAL STARTER**, **DIGITAL PREMIER**, and **HBO PACK**. Each section lists various TV channels along with their channel numbers and programming categories. For example, **BASIC CABLE** includes channels like **MTV**, **CNN**, and **ESPN**. The **DIGITAL STARTER** section shows channels such as **CNN Headline News** and **ABC Family**. The **DIGITAL PREMIER** section lists channels like **MTV** and **HBO**. The **HBO PACK** section includes channels like **HBO** and **Comedy Central**.

The table also includes a section for **DOTS TO VIEW** which mentions the availability of certain channels on certain cable packages. For instance, **DOTS TO VIEW** includes references to **HBO**, **ESPN**, and **Comedy Central**.

The document is a comprehensive guide to TV channel availability in Houston, detailing the specific packages and services required to access various channels. It is a valuable resource for viewers looking to understand their channel lineup and the necessary subscriptions to watch their favorite shows and channels.